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Welcome to Fires of Athelen (FoA). The following primer 
document is designed to help provide you with insight 
into FoA and how it works. And outline where FoA differs 
from other games within the d20 genre.

So let us begin with 
some of the most 
basic of questions:

What is Fires of 
Athelen?

FoA is a roleplay 
centric d20 ttrpg. 
That is designed to 
put creative control in 
the hands of the 
players and 
gamemasters at every 
level. From character 
creation and 
development, 
combat, creating your 
own unique magics, 
monster and world 
creation tools.

Whilst putting roleplay at the forefront of everything you 
do. Be it performing simple actions, learning, and training 
skills, interacting with npc’s. Everything in FoA is 
considered a roleplaying exercise. Where dice checks are 
reduced to an absolute minimum and in many instances 
redundant all together.

Thus, we put the roleplay back into TTRPG and made the 
system as much a background feature as possible.

How did you achieve this?

In a number of ways. Firstly, we spent a lot of time looking 
at how other ttrpg’s functioned and found several
common systemic trends that in our eyes at least seem to 
hamper the roleplaying experience and make gaming 
sessions more of a dice rolling exercise than a roleplaying 
exercise. With just about every action or interaction a 
player performs being resolved with a roll of the dice.

With FoA we wanted to resolve these instances as much 
as possible with the power 
of roleplay. After all the 
genre of games is called 
Tabletop Roleplaying 
Games.

The key areas we 
identified were:

Character Creation and 
Development

Skill System
Combat
Magic System
Skill/Action Resolution
Social Interaction

For us these are the pillars 
all ttrpg’s rest upon.

So, what did you do?

Let’s break the above down for you and take a brief look 
at each the beforementioned pillars of roleplay as we call 
them.

CCharacterr Creationn 

Character Creation in FoA differs greatly from other 
ttrpg’s as we are a classless and level-less system. A 
common trend in most ttrpg’s is a rigid class-based
system. You pick a class and from that day forward the 
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skills you learn are predetermined for you. And in many 
cases so are the types of magic you can employ.

FoA takes a far more authentic and organic approach to 
character creation and development. We recognise that 
each one of us are individualistic and unique in our right. 
And that we each have our own personal story that 
defines who we are. 

As such we took the bold choice to take a more sandbox 
approach to character creation and development. Putting 
ownership of your character back in your hands, as 
opposed to you simply pasting your beloved backstory on 
top of a predetermined framework.

How does Character Creation work?

Like many ttrpg’s it begins in your 
head, it’s your imagination and 
vision of the character that gets the 
ball rolling. As such Character 
Creation begins with your backstory 
or origin story. What your character 
did before they got mixed up in or 
felt the lure of life as an adventurer.

If you’re struggling with ideas the 
Players Companion and 
Gamemasters Companion both 
include Character Concept’s, to give 
you an idea and help inspire you in 
thinking up a backstory.

From there, like most ttrpg’s FoA possesses Stats that 
represent your physical and mental capacities. You roll 
stats in accordance with whatever method you and your 
GM decide upon.

Then you simply move on to selecting your Talents and 
your Background Skills, the skills you will have learned and 
mastered in your life before becoming a pesky interfering 
adventurer. If you were a blacksmith then skills like 
Blacksmithing, literacy, numeracy etc. If you were a 
simple peasant farm hand then things like meteorology 
(To help determine what the weather would be like), 
agriculture, herdsmanship etc. Not all backgrounds are 
spectacular, some people come from the humblest of 
beginnings and FoA recognises that.

Once, you’ve selected the skills that match your 
characters backstory. All you need do is go shopping and 
you should at the end of it have a character that is truly 
unique and is an actual representation of your imagining 
of your character. With a set of skills reflective of their 
experiences before becoming an adventurer and setting 
off to save the world.

Character creation is in and of itself a more immersive, 
personal, and involved experience comparatively to other 
ttrpg’s. But at the end of it you should have a character 
that you truly feel is your own.

That seems fine for basic characters, but what if I’m 
playing a more advanced or epic campaign?

That’s simple, you simply go through the same process
creating your background skills 
and what we call a basic character 
and depending on what type of 
campaign or adventure you’re 
embarking upon your GM will 
assign you all a number of skill 
points, and set a Tier limit with 
which to purchase skills. That 
reflects the assumed adventures 
you would have had that led up to 
the start of the campaign.

Again, making your character 
individual and unique to your 

imagining of them.

SSkilll Systemm 

If FoA is a level less system how does my character 
advance?

Character development in FoA is very organic, much like 
real life you wander the world meeting new people and 
learning new things. You can even learn things from other 
players.

You simply need to find a npc or player who has mastered 
a skill and ask them to try and teach you. 

Skill development in FoA is a huge roleplaying 
opportunity, allowing you to interact with npc’s and 
fellow players in a new roleplay centric fashion. Learning 
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the basics of a skill before having to make a check to see 
if you were listening and picked up the basics.

If you were successful, it’s a case of practice makes 
perfect putting your skill to use in difficult and pressured 
situations. As well as practicing daily with your friends. 
Thus, giving you roleplay opportunities around campfires 
and filling all that downtime or travel time that so often 
gets brushed aside.

Much like real life you’re on a constant learning 
experience, growing and evolving with each encounter 
and interaction.

If you weren’t successful as they say ‘try, try and try 
again’.

You can if you wish map out and 
plan what skills you want to learn 
etc or you can simply let your 
adventures shape your character 
learning that which the trials and 
tribulations of being an 
adventurer demand of you.

The result being come the end of 
the campaign or should your 
character survive long enough to 
retire. They will very much be 
unique and your own character. 
As the choice of what skills, you 
learn lays entirely in your hands.

CCombatt 

So, how does Combat in FoA work?

Well, we haven’t re-invented the well much here. But we 
have evolved it somewhat and given it some jet packs to 
speak. One common trend we discovered whilst looking 
at ttrpg’s is the fact for the most part they all possessed 
the same core health system.

That meaning you have one pool of core health that 
represents how close to death you are. With no 
recognition of the authentic and realistic nature of 
combat. Wherein, you suffer damage and injuries to 
various locations on your body that can in many cases 
effect you adversely. 

FoA possesses a locational combat system that reflects 
that. On a successful hit damage is resolved both 
locationally and from your total hit point. Locations 
possess a fraction of your total health and should a 
location be reduced to zero hit points it is considered 
wounded and as such inoperable.

For example, if your arm has a maximum of 10 hit points. 
If it is reduced to 0 or below it stops working. In the case 
of your head or body being reduced to 0 hit points then 
you are rendered unconscious.

As such combat in FoA has evolved into a grittier more 
tactical and dramatic affair.

Wait, you can break someone’s arm? Can you cut limbs 
off?

Yep, should a location reach 
negative it’s maximum hit points 
it is severed. As the example 
above, if your arm has 10 hit 
points and is reduced to -10 it’s 
been chopped off. Which then 
leads to a scary amount of atrial 
bleeding damage and you 
looking for a new tailor.

And yes, if someone chops your 
head off, you’re having a very 
bad day. You’re dead.

How many actions can I take 
each turn?

Quite simply 1. Everything you attempt to do in combat 
takes 1 action. You possess both an action and reaction 
each round. Your reaction returning at the start of your 
next turn.

This was done to speed up combat and put an emphasis 
on what we call turn rate. To help improve engagement 
and immersion. To prevent people feeling 
disenfranchised or switching off when it takes 30+ 
minutes to get through a single round of combat. Or 
fights taking 4-5 hours and eating up entire sessions.

No combat in FoA will ever likely last over 60-90 minutes 
regardless of the nature of your campaign or what’s 
involved in the fight. In fact, Epic Combat in FoA wherein 
players, npc’s and monsters alike are highly skilled and 
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powerful tends to be truly brutal 
dramatic and scary affairs.

How is the turn order resolved?

At the start of each round players 
and GM’s roll Initiative. Adding 
their Reaction Speed (RS) to the roll 
to determine who acts first. The 
higher your RS the more likely you 
are to act first.

The reason we roll initiative is 
much like only having 1 action per 
round. It’s an engagement feature 
to help immerse you in combat. As 
well as not dooming people who 
roll badly from being stuck at the 
bottom of the turn forever.

Plus, it keeps you immersed and 
invested in the action as you can’t 
‘plan’ you next turn. Much like real 
combat you need to be always on 
your toes.

How are attacks resolved?

This is the easy part; we haven’t re-invented the wheel. 
You simply roll a d20 add you Attack Rating (AR) and 
need to roll higher that your targets Defence Rating (DR)

Your AR is determined by the level of skill you possess 
with the weapon you are using. In FoA anyone can 
attempt to use any type of weapon. Picking up a sword 
and swinging it wildly or loading a Crossbow and pulling 
the trigger and firing off into the night sky.

If you are not proficient with a weapon i.e., you’ve had 
no formal training and don’t possess the weapon 
proficiency skill for that particular weapon then your AR 
will always be 0.

If you are more skilled with a weapon, for example, you 
have weapon proficiency longsword, weapon focus 
longsword and weapon specialisation longsword. Then 
compared to joe blogs you’re a very skilled swordsman 
and your AR will be reflective of that. Each tier of 
Weapon Proficiency granting higher bonuses to your AR.

Meanwhile, your Defence Rating is determined by the 
type of Armour you are wearing, its quality and your skill 
at wearing it. Skills like Armour Proficiency enable you to 
wear armour without any disadvantages etc.

So, like our locational combat system we haven’t re-
invented the wheel, but we have given it a new set of 
alloy trims. Giving it a more skill based and authentic 
feel.

What happens if I roll a natural 20 or 1?

Well, FoA is all about balance. If you roll a natural 20 you 
get to roll on the critical injury table relevant to your 
weapon.

Which can break bones, cause bleeding, damage nerves 
causing paralysis, stab out eyes etc. up to and including 
chopping the other guy’s head off.

Naturally, rolling a natural 1 means rolling on the fumble 
tables. Though not as ‘dangerous’ as the critical injury 
tables breaking your weapon or throwing it away in the 
middle of a fight can be as equally as dangerous.
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You have an injury system? If I get injured, can I get 
healed?

Yes, all injuries have either a natural healing time or can 
be healed with the help or herbal remedies, medicines, 
or magic. Sorcerers who practice necromancy and have 
medical skills and understand of physiology make 
excellent combat medics.

Are there any skills that allow you to dictate where you 
attack?

Yes, there wouldn’t be much point in having a locational 
combat system if you couldn’t be precise in your attacks. 
Skills like Precision and Arcane Precision allow martial 
characters and sorcerers respectively to declare where 
they are going to attack before you make the attack roll.

But won’t everyone just try hitting you in the head all the 
time?

Yeah, some people will have that philosophy. But 
authenticity is one of our buzz words and every sentient 
living creature will instinctively move its head if you 
swing something at it. As such there is a penalty to 
making precise attacks to the head. 

Naturally the more skilled you are with your weapon the 
less of an issue that penalty becomes, to the point a 
master swordsman could potentially lop off your head 
with a couple of quick and deadly attacks. Or a master 
bowman could stick a couple of clothyard shafts through 
the visor of your plate helm leaving you to contemplate 
the afterlife.

Do you have any fighting skills I can create for myself?

Yes, FoA possesses fighting styles that can be learnt from 
other NPC’s or even self-taught. That give you an edge in 
combat. Disarming your opponent, leaving them flat 
footed to open them up to attacks of opportunity, rend 

armour to reduce their DR making them 
easier to hit. The framework is there for 
martial characters with enough skill at 
arms to work with their GM to create and 
balance their own fighting styles.

Thus, giving you an even more 
personalised character.

What happens if I die?

Death in FoA is not the end. Sorcerers 
practiced in the arts of Necromancy can
reach beyond the veil and attempt to call 
your spirit back from the afterlife. But like 
everything in FoA there are no guarantees 
of success or that they’ll call back the right 
spirit.

As such it’s probably a good idea that you 
don’t die.

SSorceryy 

You mentioned the word Sorcerer a few 
times. How does magic work in FoA?

Another common trend we noticed in 
ttrpg’s is that rigid class-based spell list 
structure. Even in cases where you have a 
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choice of spells they are limited to pre-determined lists.

Much like our classless system we wanted to put you the 
players and GMs at the heart of our magic system. 
Allowing you to weave magics from the very depths of 
your limitless imagination.

FoA’s Sorcery system does just that. No longer confined 
by the shackles of spell lists you can quite simply attempt 
to conjure anything you can think of!

Amazing! Over-
powered! We’ve 
heard it all. But like 
everything in FoA 
we’ve strived hard 
to maintain a strong 
foundation of game 
balance. Sorcery 
does have the 
potential to be truly 
powerful.

As such it also 
possesses some of 
the strictest 
systemic checks 
and balances. 
Sorcery is not 
perfect, whatever 
you are attempting 
to do with it, there 
is no guarantee the 
universe will let you get away with it.

Sorcerers essentially possess the ability to tap into the 
energies of the universe and reorder it at their Will. The 
universe however doesn’t like being pushed around by 
pesky mortals.

Whenever, you attempt a feat of sorcery you describe 
what you are attempting to your GM. Outlining what skills 
and knowledges you possess to help you do this. The 
more flavour you add the more lenient your GM may be. 
Once you’ve outlined your spell to the GM. They will then 
set you a Sorcery Check Challenge Rating (CR). You simply 
roll adding any bonuses from the relevant skills. Should 
you succeed your magic is conjured into existence.

There’s nothing stopping you attempting magic you have 
no understanding of. It’s just very risky.

What happens if I fail my Sorcery Check?

Spell failure is a risk all sorcerers must live with. The price 
of the talent they possess. Should you fail your Sorcery 
Check. Then depending upon home much you failed by 
you may develop Sorcerers Fatigue. Which makes future 
Sorcery Checks more difficult. The more Sorcerers Fatigue 
you have the harder it becomes and the higher the risks.

You can simply reduce 
Sorcerers Fatigue with 
rest.

There is a chance 
however, you can fail your 
Sorcery Check by too 
much or roll a natural 1 
and suffer what’s known
as Feedback. Essentially 
the universe pushes back 
and your magics goes 
awry. Potentially to 
spectacular and comical 
effect. 

You are simply in the 
hands of GM’s mercy. The 
greater the feat of magic 
you were attempting the 
more magical energy 

there is to feedback into you.

Do you have counterspell?

Not of sorts. But sorcerers can contest for the magics 
being harnessed. If as a sorcerer, you are close enough to 
a source of Will. The power that Sorcerers draw upon. 
Then you can attempt a Contest of Wills and do battle 
with the caster of the magic for control of the energies at 
play.

Depending on the outcome a number of things can 
happen from you negating the spells effect to forcing the 
casters magic back into forcing feedback.
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SSkilll Resolutionn 

One thing we found through our research especially with 
other d20 system. Was the over reliance on systemic 
features to resolve them.

FoA’s skill system helps reduce these Skill Checks to a 
minimum and in many cases removes them entirely.

As your character is essentially a sum of the skills on your 
character sheet. If you are attempting something you are 
skilled at. For example, you have tier 2 Climbing 
(Mountain) and you come across a small cliff face your 
GM will simply check you are skilled enough a climber to 
traverse the ledge or cliff face. If so, up you go like a spider 
monkey. The GM may ask if they deem it necessary should 
you reach a difficult part of the cliff face for a Stat Check, 
Strength or Dexterity or both.

The emphasis on the players using 
the skills they possess and not 
everyone seemingly being able to 
do everything.

Of course, if you’re not a skilled 
climber you’re going to need to 
make a check or two climbing the 
cliff. But if you’re a skilled climber 
then such constant checks can be 
put aside depending on the 
situation.

Thus, putting the emphasis on 
roleplaying out situations and justifying them through 
character skill than simply rolling dice to resolve 
everything.

The only occasion wherein skills require checks is when 
they are opposed. The winner of the opposed check being 
the victor and their outcome prevailing.

Sociall Interactionn 

As mentioned throughout this primer document 
roleplaying is at the heart of Fires of Athelen. Be it 
creating your own magic. Acting out your combat 
narrative and hacking off limbs, to creating characters you 
can truly feel are yours and immersing you in the whole 
process. Making it easier for you to feel your character.

There is of course one aspect of roleplaying that is truly 
roleplay, and that’s social interaction. Be it between 
player and npc, inter party roleplay teaching each other 
skills or discussing the latest plot twist. It’s that 
interpersonal connection that is at the heart of the 
wonderful hobby we all know and love.

As such we took the bold decision for a d20 system to 
remove the Charisma Stat’ and all so called ‘social’ skills.

Putting time and effort into adding an entire chapter in 
the Gamemasters Companion dedicated to social skills 
and helping them develop the skills to help bring the shy 
new introverted player to the fore. Enticing them into the 
moment asking questions like ‘Ok, how are you going to 
do that?’ or ‘Ok, what are you going to say?’ Engaging 
them and immersing them and building on that

engagement to make the whole 
social environment around the 
table as roleplay centric as possible.

As well as dealing with the power 
gaming everyone look at me types.

For us everything in FoA was geared 
towards creating social interactions 
between players and GMs to 
enhance the roleplaying 
experience. None more so that 
removing that crutch of social skills.

If you want to barter with the 
shopkeeper or market stall owner 

for a cheaper price, then do so. Roleplay it out see how it 
goes.

For us that is the very heart of roleplaying!

Gamemasterss 

What does FoA possess for the Gamemasters?

FoA was essentially built so our lead developer a lifelong 
GM could have a set of flexible exciting rules that didn’t 
get in the way of roleplaying. The Gamemasters 
Companion quite literally contains all the tools used to 
create the game. The very framework with which to 
customise your version of FoA to your liking.

FoA’s Skill System is entirely compatible with any genre of 
ttrpg. Modern Day, High or Low Fantasy, Sci, Post-
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Apocalyptic or Romanesque. Whatever your game world 
FoA can be easily tailored to fit it.

From our perspective the FoA universe is vast, and the 
number of inhabited worlds is infinite.

So, we provide you with all the world building, campaign 
building and monster building tools we used to create 
Athelen. Including the wonderful ‘Build a Better Demon 
Wizard’ that quite literally lets you put in any creature 
you’ve created using the Monster Creation tools and out 
pops a ravenous soul devouring demon that’s as unique 
as the players characters.

Diversity of encounters is very important to us. We didn’t 
want a game wherein every creature had similar or the 
same stats. So, we worked hard at creating easy to use 
flexible tools to create truly entertaining and unique 
encounters and creatures.

As well as providing GMs with 
guides of how to easily 
master them so encounter 
creation can literally be done 
on the fly.

FoA’s combat system was 
designed to make it very easy 
to create encounters on the 
fly. We break it all down as 
well as providing helpful 
guides of developing social 
and roleplaying skills for 
yourself as well as those at 
your table. In a conscientious 
and empathic way. Whilst 
retaining the dark gritty 
nature that is at the core of 
FoA.

Though as the writer and 
creator of FoA I may well be 
biased. But I do enjoy FoA far 
more from a GMs perspective 
than any other d20 ttrpg.

FoA at its heart is a 
roleplaying system designed 
to allow me and by extension 
you the future players, GMs, 

and world builders of FoA to express yourself. To be 
creative, individual, and ultimately have fun.

GGamee Settingg 

The FoA universe is one of a myriad cultures and 
civilisations spanning across a vast and complex universe. 
To that end we took great care and went to considerable 
lengths, to provide you creative geniuses out there that 
constitute the GM sphere of our wonderful gaming 
community, with all the tools you need to build your own 
worlds and campaign as part of the ever expanding and 
rich FoA universe.

The Gamemasters Companion contains World Building 
and Campaign Building tools. As well as detail on the 
world of Athelen itself. It’s powerbrokers, it’s heroes and 
nemeses. As well as the shadowy figures who skulk 
around in the background pulling the strings.
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Athelen itself is a complex dark and unforgiving world. 
One where in intrigue, betrayal and mistrust are woven 
into the fabric of the world. The peoples of Athelen have 
a history of turmoil and bad blood. Long held grudges and 
blood debts, political rivalries and intrigue lurk around 
every corner. 

As well as being home to many a valiant agent of light and 
hope in the world. But that is our world of Athelen. One 
thing as developers we are very keen on is allowing you 
as GMs to do is mark you own stamp upon Athelen and 
the great FoA universe beyond. So, though we provide 
much in the way of game lore within the Gamemasters 
Companion and to some extent the Players Companion. It 
is by no means definitive. 

As beforementioned the FoA Skill system is extremely 
flexible and robust and can be easily adapted to any 
setting or homebrewed world. An entire chapter in the 
Gamemasters Companion is dedicated to guiding you 
through the simple process of doing just this. With 
example of creating talents and skills suitable for several 
settings and adapting your homebrewed content to FoA 
and in doing so adding to the rich culture and civilisations 
of the FoA universe. 

IIntroductory Content 

The Gamemasters Companion also includes several pre-
built characters of various degrees of experience and 
guides for creating your adventures. Including two 
introductory adventures within the world of Athelen. The 
Emberthorn, wherein fledgling adventures must embark 
on a quest to recover a rare Emberthorn flower to help 
cure the Duke of Wyn’s daughter who has been struck 
down by a virulent and mysterious illness. And Shadows 
of the North, an adventure set amongst the shadows 
intrigue of Shentarn, wherein the adventurers will face 
many moral questions that will potentially take them 
down a dark path into a world of shadow and intrigue. 

Each of the adventures are also broken down in the 
Campaign and Adventure Building chapter of the 
Gamemasters Companion. Highlighting the use of plot 
hooks and devices, the thread of continuity that GM’s 
need to be aware of to tell a good story and guides on 
being flexible. As every GM knows the players have minds 

of their own and will forever wander off doing their own 
thing and ignore most of your carefully planned plot. 

So FoA from a GM perspective was built with that in mind 
and the introduction adventures provided with the 
Gamemasters Companion are reflective of that. 






